
We take our cats' health seriously!

We operate a strict vaccinated cats only policy, but also understand that
animals get ill. Should your cat be feeling unwell prior to arrival, please

book a check-up at your vets and let us know as soon as possible. 
We have isolation facilities available if required.

The proprietors reserve the right to refuse admission to any cat showing
signs of ill health pending advice from a Veterinary Surgeon. 

Owners will appreciate that this is essential in order to safeguard the
health of all the cats boarded.

Male cats over the age of 7 months who have not been neutered cannot
be boarded because they represent an infection hazard.

Owners are requested to ensure that their cats flea and worm treatment
is up-to-date.

Customers are advised to remove cat collars before arriving for Health
and Safety reasons. Any cats wearing collars will have them removed for

the duration of their stay.

Visitors are asked not to touch any cat other than their own.

What to bring with you

Booking Information

An up-to-date vaccination certificate for Cat Flu & Feline Enteritis

Any special dietary requirements

A favourite blanket/cushion/toy and scratching post (if you have them)

All cats should be brought in a suitable basket or container
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Transporting your cat 

Please do not carry your cat in your arms into the cattery. 
Until your cat is inside our premises, the responsibility for their safety is

entirely yours. Please ensure you have a sturdy carrier of a sufficient size,
solid enough to prevent the cat from escaping and yet providing air and
a good view. Please use newspaper in the bottom of the carrying box (or

a puppy pad) but do not use the bedding intended for his stay. 
It would be sensible not to feed him before travelling. 

Elderly or ailing cats 

If your cat is elderly or suffering from a terminal illness, please discuss
your wishes with us in the unhappy event of his deterioration or even

dying whilst you are away.

Find us

Conveniently located off Junction 22 of the M1, we are easily accessible to
customers in and around Leicester, Coalville, Derby and Nottingham.
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